
Plague War (Dark Imperium: Warhammer 40
000 2)
In the grim darkness of the distant future, the Warhammer 40,000 universe
is engulfed in a relentless war between the forces of Chaos and the
Imperium of Man. One of the most significant conflicts within this war is the
Plague War, a cataclysmic struggle between the Death Guard and the
other traitor legions of Chaos and the loyalist Space Marines of the
Imperium. This article will delve into the origins, key events, and far-
reaching consequences of the Plague War, providing a comprehensive
overview of this pivotal chapter in Warhammer 40,000 lore.

Origins of the Plague War

The Plague War originated from the corrupting influence of Nurgle, the
Chaos God of Disease and Decay. Nurgle's influence spread throughout
the Death Guard, a once-loyal legion of Space Marines who succumbed to
his insidious plagues and turned against their brethren. Led by their
primarch, Mortarion, the Death Guard became known as the Plague
Marines, a formidable force dedicated to spreading Nurgle's pestilence and
corruption across the galaxy.

The Plague War erupted when the Death Guard launched a massive
invasion of the Imperium-held planet of Calth. The ensuing conflict
escalated into a full-scale war that engulfed numerous star systems and
worlds. As the battle raged, other traitor legions of Chaos, such as the
Thousand Sons, the World Eaters, and the Emperor's Children, joined the
Death Guard in their unholy quest for conquest and destruction.
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Key Events of the Plague War

The Plague War was characterized by a series of key events that shaped
its course and left an enduring impact on the Warhammer 40,000 universe:

The Siege of Calth: The opening battle of the Plague War, the Siege of
Calth was a bloody and brutal conflict that saw the Death Guard pitted
against the loyalist Ultramarines legion. The Ultramarines were
commanded by their primarch, Roboute Guilliman, who played a crucial
role in the defense of Calth. Despite their valiant efforts, the Ultramarines
ultimately succumbed to the overwhelming plague hordes of the Death
Guard.

The Fall of Ultramar: Following the Siege of Calth, the Plague Marines
launched a devastating assault on the home world of the Ultramarines,
Ultramar. The war-torn planet became a breeding ground for Nurgle's
diseases, as the Death Guard spread their corruption throughout its cities
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and landscapes. Guilliman and his loyalist forces fought desperately to
defend their home, but they were ultimately forced to retreat.

The Battle for Terra: The culmination of the Plague War was the Battle for
Terra, a cataclysmic conflict that brought the war to the doorstep of the
Emperor of Mankind. The Death Guard and their Chaos allies launched a
massive invasion of Holy Terra, the capital world of the Imperium. The
Emperor Himself confronted Mortarion in a titanic duel, but the
confrontation ended in a stalemate, leaving the fate of the Imperium
hanging in the balance.

Consequences of the Plague War

The Plague War had profound and far-reaching consequences for the
Warhammer 40,000 universe:

The Spread of Nurgle's Corruption: The Plague War resulted in the
widespread dissemination of Nurgle's diseases and corruption throughout
the galaxy. Entire planets were transformed into festering wastelands, and
countless lives were lost to the ravages of Nurgle's plagues. Nurgle
became a major power in the Warhammer 40,000 universe, his influence
spreading like a cancerous blight.

The Weakening of the Imperium: The Plague War weakened the
Imperium of Man, leaving it vulnerable to the continued incursions of Chaos
and other threats. The Ultramarines, once one of the Imperium's most
powerful legions, were decimated by the Death Guard and were forced to
rebuild their forces. The war also strained the resources and morale of the
Imperium, making it more difficult to maintain its vast territories.



The Rise of Chaos: The Plague War demonstrated the growing power of
Chaos and the threat it posed to the Imperium. The Death Guard's victories
emboldened other Chaos legions, leading to a resurgence of Chaos activity
across the galaxy. The Imperium faced a constant struggle to contain the
forces of Chaos as they sought to spread their corruption and undermine
the fabric of reality.

Legacy of the Plague War

The Plague War remains one of the most significant and impactful conflicts
in Warhammer 40,000 history. Its legacy continues to shape the grimdark
universe of the game, inspiring numerous stories, battles, and campaigns.
The Death Guard and Nurgle continue to be major players in the
Warhammer 40,000 setting, their presence a constant reminder of the
horrors and chaos that lurk in the shadows of the galaxy.

The Plague War is a central chapter in the ongoing saga of Warhammer
40,000. Its origins in the corrupting influence of Nurgle to its key events and
far-reaching consequences, the Plague War has left an enduring mark on
the Warhammer 40,000 universe. As the Imperium of Man and the forces of
Chaos continue their eternal struggle, the legacy of the Plague War serves
as a grim reminder of the darkness that threatens to consume the galaxy.
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